SALSA ON ICE REPORT: 03 November 2017

Weather:
Weather conditions, overcast, winds 09 knots, temperature minus 7C

SALSA Drillers on ice: Dar Gibson, Graham Roberts, Dennis Duling, Joshua Mehlin, Justin Burnett

Drill Team Update
• Justin Burnett continues checking out drill computers in preparation of Hose Reel testing and spooling
• Work began on shoveling out NUI’s 40 ft container, will melt rest of snow out and evaluate when time permits.
• NUI 20 ft container has been turned over to Science Cargo.
• HPU-1 pump three rebuild completed
• Work has begun on replacing ski tie downs on HRC.
• Started rebuilding control panel mounts for modifications in FRC

Cargo:
None

Report by Dennis Duling